LEGEND

BAS  BAYBORO STATION
BAY  BAYBORO HALL
BKS  BOOKSTORE
COT  CENTER FOR OCEAN TECHNOLOGY
CRJ  CHILDREN’S RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CUP  CENTRAL UTILITY PLANT
DAV  LOWELL E. DAVIS MEMORIAL HALL
FPF  5TH AVE PARKING GARAGE FACILITY
HBR  HARBOR HALL
HNY  HANEY LANDING-SAILING CENTER
HWH  H. WILLIAM HELLER HALL
KRC  KNIGHT OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH CENTER
LPH  LYNN PIPPENGER HALL
MLL  MARINE SCIENCE LABORATORY
MSW  MARINE SHOP/WAREHOUSE
ONE  ONE FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH BUILDING
PNM  PIANO MAN BUILDING
POL  UNIVERSITY POLICE SERVICES
POR  PLANT OPERATIONS/SPACE RECEIVING
POY  NELSON POYNTER MEMORIAL LIBRARY
PRT  PORT BUILDING
PRW  PETER RUDY WALLACE FL. CENTER FOR TEACHERS
RHO  RESIDENCE HALL ONE
SLC  STUDENT LIFE CENTER
SNL  SNELL HOUSE
STG  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SVB  SPECIAL SERVICES BUILDING
TER  THE TERRACE
UCU  USF FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
USL  USFSP RESEARCH LAB
USC  UNIVERSITY STUDENT CENTER
WEL  WAREHOUSE LAB
WMS  WILLIAMS HOUSE

1  THE GRIND/Tavern at Baybor0
2  FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
3  POYNTER INSTITUTE FOR MEDIA STUDIES
4  U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
5  YWCA/USF FAMILY VILLAGE
6  ALBERT WHITTED AIRPORT
7  DALI MUSEUM
P2-P19B DECAL PARKING
V1-V2 VISITOR PARKING

THIS IS A NON-SMOKING CAMPUS

Questions?
Download My USF App